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Topic 003: Border Walls Around the World 

 

 Introduction: 

 In 2016, the world was shocked by the unprecedented election of Republican nominee 

Donald Trump to the office of President of the United States.  One of Trump’s best-known and 

most controversial policy planks was his pledge to build a wall along the United States’ southern 

border with Mexico.  “When Mexico sends its people, they’re not sending their best,” he declared in 

his initial campaign launch on 16 June 2015.  “They’re bringing drugs.  They’re bringing crime.  

They’re rapists.”  His proposed solution was to “build a great, great wall on [the United States’] 

southern border.”1  On 31 August 2016, hours after meeting with Mexican President Enrique Peña 

                                                
1 Donald J. Trump, “Address on Immigration”. 



Nieto, Trump doubled down on his pledge, promising to “build a wall along the Southern Border 

on day one.”2 

 Yet the United States is far from the only country to be constructing barriers along their 

borders.  From Brazil to Botswana, from Bulgaria to Bangladesh, walls and fences are used to divide 

and control.3  Border walls exist on every continent, in dictatorships and democracies alike.  And 

they are on the rise – of the 51 border walls constructed since 1945, half were constructed in the last 

15 years.4  Canada’s non-militarised 8,891km border with the United States is becoming less and less 

typical.5 

 

Map of border walls and fences around the world.  Red lines indicate barriers completed or under 

construction; green lines indicate barriers that have been planned but not yet built.  Source: EIU 

http://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2016/01/daily-chart-5  

 

                                                
2 TIME Magazine, “Here’s Donald Trump’s Presidential Announcement Speech”.  
3 The Economist, “Daily chart: More neighbours make more fences”. 
4 The Atlantic, “A World of Walls”.  
5 CBC News, “The Canada-U.S. border: by the numbers”.  



Historical Background 

 Defensive walls are as old as civilisation itself.  Designed to keep resources in and aggressors 

out, they surrounded the world’s first cities, from Jericho to Uruk.  As city-states gave way to nations 

and empires, border walls came to overshadow city walls.  In Europe, Emperor Hadrian built a wall 

across northern England to protect the Roman Empire’s northern frontier from Scottish invaders; 

in China, Emperor Qin Shih Huang constructed the Great Wall of China along the Qin Empire’s 

northern border.  In all of these cases, walls were used to protect powerful empires from invaders. 

 More recently, the 20th century bore witness to the widespread resurgence of border walls.  

Yet the purpose of these walls was not always to keep personae non gratae – Trump’s “bad hombres” – 

out.  The Iron Curtain that separated communist Eastern Europe from the capitalist West included 

many physical barriers, of which the Berlin Wall was the best known, intended to keep people in.  

Today’s governments tend to justify border walls and fences by a combination of three main factors: 

security, immigration and trafficking. 

 

Examples of Border Walls: North America 

 President Trump made a “great, beautiful wall” along the United States’ southern border a 

key plank of his election campaign.  Yet, Mr Trump notwithstanding, much of the 3,200km US-

Mexican border is already secured by fences and walls.6  In 2006, then-President George W. Bush 

passed the Secure Fence Act, constructing 1,000km of fences and walls along the border, with bipar-

tisan support, including the support of then-Senators Hillary Clinton, Barack Obama and Joe Biden.7  

Once elected president in 2008, Barack Obama did not let up, with a further 1,000km constructed in 

                                                
6 The Guardian, “Unfinished US-Mexico border wall is a costly logistical nightmare in Texas”.  
7 The Washington Post, “H R 6061 | U.S. Congress Votes Database”.  



his first term alone, albeit largely made up of fences designed to stop vehicles but not foot traffic.8  

The goal has been to reduce the number of undocumented migrants entering the United States from 

Mexico.  In some respects, it has succeeded; since the passage of the Secure Fences Act, the annual 

rate of Illegal Alien Apprehensions by the United States Border Patrol has decreased from 1,171,396 

in 2005 to just 331,333 in 2015 – the lowest number since 1972.9 

 

Border Walls by Region: Sub-Saharan Africa 

Currently, there is only one fortified international boundary in sub-Saharan Africa.  Botswa-

na built 480km of electric fence along its border with Zimbabwe to stop the influx of refugees and 

diseased cattle from impoverished Zimbabwe.10  The Zimbabwean government condemned the 

move at the time, claiming that the wall would divide families and promote xenophobia and drawing 

parallels with Israel’s West Bank Separation Barrier.11  However, Botswanan officials denied that 

there was any attempt to fully close the border.12  While relatively few border walls currently stand in 

Sub-Saharan Africa, Kenya, Namibia and South Africa have announced their intention to construct 

walls along their borders with Somalia, Angola and Mozambique, respectively, with immigration and 

security the primary concerns.13 

 

Border Walls by Region: West Asia 

West Asia is perhaps the world’s most violent region.  Civil wars rage on in the Syrian Arab 

Republic (henceforth Syria) and Yemen, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria continues to defend its 

                                                
8 Politifact, “Obama says the border fence is 'now basically complete'”.  
9 U.S. Customs and Border Protection, “BP Southwest Border Sector Apps FY1960 - FY2015”. 
10 The Guardian, “Botswana erects 300-mile electrified fence to keep cattle (and Zimbabweans) out”.  
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
13 The Economist, “Daily chart…”.  



proclaimed caliphate at all costs, Kurdish nationalists persist in their struggle for independence and 

the Israeli-Palestinian conflict shows no signs of abating.  This upheaval has forced millions from 

their homes and given rise to countless non-state armed groups, many of which have little regard for 

formal national boundaries.  In response, many governments in the region have elected to construct 

border barriers.  Saudi Arabia constructed a wall along its northeastern border with Iraq in 2015, os-

tensibly to protect the state from ISIS and other jihadist insurgent groups operating out of Iraq.14  

This came just two years after Saudi Arabia constructed a 1,800km fence along its border with war-

torn Yemen; they also have border walls along its frontiers with Oman, Qatar and the United Arab 

Emirates.15  The Islamic Republic of Iran, Jordan and Kuwait have also fortified their borders with 

Iraq.16  Under significant Western pressure to secure its borders, Turkey is currently in the process 

of constructing a wall along its entire 911km border with Syria, ostensibly to prevent the flow of 

weapons and fighters to ISIS.  Critics, however, have decried this move, which will make it more 

difficult for refugees to escape from Syria.17  It is expected to be complete at some point in 2017.18  

Perhaps West Asia’s best-known wall is the one Israel has constructed on its border with Palestine.19  

Israel claims the West Bank separation barrier is necessary to protect its national security, while Pal-

estinians claim it has been used as a land-grab.20  Israel has also constructed partial or full border 

barriers along its borders with Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria and the Gaza Strip (Palestine).21 

                                                
14 BBC News, “Saudi Arabia builds giant Yemen border fence”.  
15 Ibid.  
16 The Economist, “Daily chart”.  
17 Politico, “Turkey’s new border walls to stop Syrian refugees”.  
18 Deutsche Welle, “Turkey to finish Syrian border wall in five months”.  
19 This background guide does not take a position on the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.  The use of the 
names “Israel” to describe the State of Israel, a Member State, and “Palestine” to describe the State 
of Palestine, a Non-Member Observer State, respectively, is consistent with United Nations policy. 
20 Cornell University, “The effects of Israel's West Bank barrier: Hopelessness, shattered lives and 
distrust, says Cornell scholar”. 
21 The Economist, “Daily chart…”.  



 

Border Walls in South and Southeast Asia 

 Heavily populated South and Southeast Asia are also home to an increasing number of bor-

der walls and fences.  India has constructed so-called “laser walls” along its border with Pakistan in 

the aftermath of 2016’s Pathankot terror attack, with eight separate infrared and laser detection sys-

tems currently operational along the Line of Control in the provinces of Punjab, Gujarat, Rajasthan 

and the disputed Jammu & Kashmir region, along with extensive barbed wire fencing constructed in 

2014.22  India’s government has also fenced off 70% of the nation’s 4,000km border with Bangla-

desh.23  It is feared that, in the event of a major environmental disaster in Bangladesh – which is 

highly susceptible to natural disasters due to its low altitude – these fences would leave Bangladeshi 

environmental refugees trapped, with no way to escape.24 

 A border barrier also exists between the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and the 

Republic of Korea.25 

 The border barrier between Thailand and Malaysia bucks an otherwise almost universal 

trend in that it is built on the basis of bilateral, mutual agreement.  In September 2016, Thai Prime 

Minister Prayut Chan-o-cha and his Malaysian opposite number Najib Razak agreed that good fenc-

es can make good neighbours when those fences can be used to counter smuggling and protect both 

states from terrorist attacks, specifically given the context of an anti-Bangkok insurgency in southern 

Thailand.26  This barrier is now under construction. 

 

Border Walls in Europe 

                                                
22 Times of India, “‘Laser walls’ activated along India-Pakistan border to plug gaps in vigil”. 
23 Slate, “The Great Wall of India”. 
24 Ibid. 
25 The Economist, “Daily chart…”. 
26 Forbes, “Who Will Bang Their Heads If Malaysia And Thailand Build A Border Wall”.  



Almost 28 years after the dramatic fall of the Berlin Wall, walls are once again being built 

across Europe.  Against the background of a deadly civil war in the east of the country, Ukraine has 

begun construction of a 2,295km barrier along its eastern border with the Russian Federation.27  

This barrier will be made up of ditches and fences, watched by guard towers, CCTV and electronic 

surveillance.28  And, in response to the influx of Europe-bound refugees since 2014, some states 

have started refortifying borders.  One such state is Hungary, which has maintained a closed-door 

policy throughout much of the refugee crisis and built a barbed-wire fence along its border with fel-

low European Union (EU) member state Croatia, a key transit point for refugees attempting to enter 

Europe.29  One Hungarian Member of the European Parliament (MEP) has even suggested hanging 

pig heads on the border fence to deter Muslim migrants, a notion that has caused accusations of Is-

lamophobia.30  Bulgaria has also built a wall to prevent refugees from crossing into Europe from 

Turkey,31 while the United Kingdom has funded and constructed a wall in Calais, France to make it 

more difficult for refugees and migrants already in France to enter the UK.32 

 

Pertinent Questions 

1. What difference do border walls make in our world? 

2. Can the United Nations Security Council do anything to halt the rise of border walls around 

the world – and, if show, what ought to be done? 

                                                
27 Russia Today, “‘Great Ukrainian Wall’: Kiev plans to spend $200mn on Russian border defences”. 
28 Ibid. 
29 The Independent, “Hungary planning ‘massive’ new border fence to keep out refugees as PM 
vows to ‘hold them back by force’”. 
30 Ibid. 
31 New York Times, “Bulgaria Puts Up a New Wall, but This One Keeps People Out”.  
32 BBC News, “Calais migrants: Work begins on UK-funded border wall”. 



3. Why do states have rights to control their own borders, and is the current approach to inter-

national boundaries fair and consistent with the values of the United Nations and the global 

community today? 
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